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ABSTRACT

Exposed Cenozoic sediments in the San Pedro Valley 
near Redington, Pima County, Arizona, consist of poorly con
solidated, texturally immature, intermontaine basin deposits 
of Middle Pliocene to Modern age.

The oldest exposed deposit, the Quiburis Formation, 
consists of two members. The lower member is comprised 
of floodplain, channel, and lacustrine sediments deposited 
during the Middle Pliocene. Following an erosion interval, 
the upper member, consisting of alluvial fan sediments, was 
deposited disconformably on the lower member. The upper 
member is probably between late Pliocene and Late Middle 
Pleistocene (Illinoisian) in age.

The Sacaton Formation of Late Pleistocene age, con
sisting of terrace gravels, was disconformably deposited 
onto both members of the Quiburis Formation during a down
cutting period that removed much of the older sediment.

Aggradation again became dominant and the Recent 
alluvium, composed of relatively fine grained sand and silt, 
was deposited at the mouths of most tributaries and across 
the floodplain of the San Pedro River from Early Recent 
times until about 1880.
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X
Renewed erosion after 1880 is dissecting the Recent 

Alluvium and older sediments and resulting in deposition 
of the Modem Alluvium in the present channels of the San 
Pedro River and its tributaries.

Mammalian fossils, particularly Agriotherium cf. 
schneideri. Pliohippus cf. interpolatus. Pliohippus cf. 
spectans. and Osteoborus sp. indicate a Hemphillian age for 
the lower member of the Quiburis Formation.



INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Method of Investigation
Geologic study of the San Pedro Valley has intensi

fied in recent years; reports issued by the University of 
Arizona, the U. S. Geological Survey, the Arizona Geological 
Society, and other agencies have resulted in a substantial 
accumulation of new information. Renewed study of the im
portant vertebrate fossil localities at Benson and St.
David, together with stratigraphic and sedimentational in
vestigations of these and other localities, are resulting 
in a clearer picture of Cenozoic processes, climates, and 
ecologies.

The Redington area lies between two regions of 
intensive recent scrutiny, the Mammoth area to the north, 
and the Benson, St. David, and Tres Alamos areas to the 
south. The Redington area was chosen because of its loca
tion and structural position within the valley and because 
of the occurrence of at least two vertebrate fossil hori
zons. A stratigraphic-sedimentational field study, to
gether with a thorough examination of all the available 
fossils, was chosen for the thesis problem.

Stratigraphic units were mapped directly onto 
aerial photo enlargements at a scale of 1:7920 or eight
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Fig. 1. Location Map.
The heavy black line indicates the mapped area.
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inches to the mile. The sediments were measured, described 
and recorded in stratigraphic sections with the use of a 
Jacob’s staff and Brunton compass. Many units were traced 
horizontally to study facies changes and to attempt corre
lation between measured sections. Elevations at the top 
and base of measured sections were determined by the single 
base altimeter method, using U. S. Geological Survey bench 
marks as base stations. Size analyses of clastic sedi
ments by sieve and pipette techniques were made, as were 
thin sections of certain indurated units and slides of 
heavy mineral assemblages. Redington fossil material was 
compared with similar forms from other locations, using 
either actual specimens or casts or by taking measurements 
and morphological descriptions from published papers.

Location and Geographic Names
The Redington area is about thirty-two miles north

east of Tucson, Arizona, in the northeast corner of Pima 
County and entirely within the valley of the San Pedro River 
(see index map, p. 2). Dirt roads, passable most of the 
year except during the summer rainy season, connect Reding
ton with Tucson, Benson, Mammoth, San Manuel, and several 
smaller settlements in the area.

The area of general reconnaisance for this report 
extends west of Redington to the Catalina foothills, east 
to the Galiuro foothills, south to the Mineta Ridge area.
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Fig. 2. Oblique View of Relief Model, Lower San Pedro
Valley, Arizona.

The Lower Valley extends from the Narrows, right 
foreground, to the junction with the Gila River at Winkleman 
(beyond photo). The basin is bounded by the Galiuro Mts. to 
the east and the Catalina-Rincon block to the west. The 
approximate area covered by this report is outlined in black 
in the central part of the picture.
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and north as far as San Manuel. Several days were spent 
in a reconnaisance of this region and observations were 
made, but no detailed study or mapping was attempted.

The area of detailed study covered by the map of the 
Redington region (Plate 1) is bounded by the San Pedro River 
on the east, Buehman Canyon on the south, Peck Canyon to 
the north, and by the limits of exposure of Tertiary beds 
on the west. Parts of Townships 11 and 12 South, Range 18 
East are included in the thirteen square miles of the 
mapped area.

The U. S. G. S. topographic maps of Bellota Ranch, 
Redington, and Mammoth, which include the thesis area, 
fail to name many canyons and washes. Only Buehman, Edgar, 
and Peck Canyons, and Alder Wash are named within the 
thesis area. In order to facilitate location descriptions, 
the following canyons were named: Smallhouse Canyon, Bingham 
Canyon, Deep Canyon, and Davis Canyon (see map in back 
pocket for locations).

Previous Work
No published study of the sediments within this 

area exists. Preliminary identification of some fossils 
from the Redington area has been made by John Lance and 
others at the University of Arizona. The occurrence of 
probable Middle Pliocene fossil mammals in the area was 
mentioned by Lance (1960) .
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Large collections of fossils from several locations 
within the area of study and at other sites in the nearby 
San Pedro Valley are in the Frick laboratories in New York. 
No reports on the material collected have as yet appeared 
in print.

Geologic reports covering the entire San Pedro 
Valley or limited areas within the valley have been pub
lished. Some significant papers include those of Gidley 
(1922, 1926), Gazin (1942), Montgomery (1963), Smith (1963), 
Tuan (1963), Heindl (1963), Melton (1965), Gray (1965),
Seff and Smith (1965), and Creasey, et al (1961).



GEOLOGIC SETTING

General Statement
The San Pedro Valley is about 120 miles long and 

from ten to thirty miles wide. The river, an ephemeral 
stream that becomes intermittent in some places during the 
rainy season, originates near the Arizona-Sonora border 
and flows north, entering the Gila River at Winkleman.

In the Redington area the valley is bounded on the 
east by the Galiuro Mountains, a group of Lower to Middle 
Tertiary volcanics that rise 2500 feet above the valley.
To the west, the adjacent Santa Catalina Mountains have a 
relief of over 4000 feet relative to the valley.

The San Pedro Valley is a basin or trough outlined 
during an erogenic period of Miocene age. Normal faulting, 
followed by erosion and subsequent filling of the depressed 
areas, produced the elevated block mountains and adjacent 
basins that characterize the Basin and Range Province. 
Volcanic activity and faulting continued during most of 
Miocene time and probably into early Pliocene. Coarse allu
vial fanglomerates resulted locally from this activity, and 
continued faulting produced a series of deformed beds that 
underlie relatively undisturbed Pliocene and younger beds in 
some areas. According to Melton (1965) this later block 
faulting probably coincided with the Galiuro volcanic flows.

7
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Bedrock restriction of the valley at the Narrows 

(Tres Alamos Dam Site) about eleven miles north of Benson, 
divide the San Pedro Valley into an upper and a lower 
valley. The upper valley is generally wider, less dissected, 
and has a more moderate gradient and fewer terrace levels 
than the lower valley.

Melton (1965) stated that a large positive gravity 
anomaly at Redington coincides with a major knickpoint 
in the river gradient, the portion downstream from Redington 
having a greater gradient than the upstream portion. Heindl 
(1958) indicates that a constriction at Charleston, 23 miles 
south of Benson, further divides the upper valley into 
two depositional sub-basins. These observations suggest 
at least four sub-basins within the San Pedro Valley.

Deposition of fine sediment informally called "basin 
fill" probably began in early Pliocene time. Little 
structural activity, widespread aggradation, and gradual 
filling of the intermontaine basins resulted in fluvial 
and lacustrine deposits typical of the fine-grained valley 
fill. Recent evidence indicates similar deposition con
tinuing, with upward coarsening in some areas, through at 
least Kansan time (Gray, 1965; Smith, 1964; Melton, 1965; 
Seff and Smith, 1965).

A northward-trending bedrock extension of the 
Catalinas extends to the present floodplain of the San
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Pedro at Redington, forming a ridge that extends north 
slightly beyond Edgar Canyon. There the ridge looses 
elevation and becomes buried by Cenozoic deposits on three 
sides. The Paleozoic rocks of this ridge were described 
and mapped by McKenna (1965) . The area covered by this re 
port borders on McKenna’s area over most of the latter’s 
northern boundary. The present paper attempts to show the 
relation between this partially buried bedrock outlier of 
the Catalina massif and subsequent basin-filling Cenozoic 
sedimentation.

Pre-Cenozoic Rocks
East of the San Pedro Valley at Redington are the 

Galiuro Mountains of Lower and Middle Tertiary basalt, 
andesite, rhyolite, tuff, and volcanic breccia. To the 
west, the Santa Catalinas contain a wide range of igneous 
and metamorphic rocks and a rather complete Paleozoic sec
tion. The younger Precambrian Apache Group, Paleozoic 
limestone, shale, sandstone and quartzite, Cretaceous 
andesite, Pre-Cambrian to Tertiary granite, gneiss, and re
lated rocks, and diabase dikes of Younger Precambrian and 
Laramide (?) age are all found in the Santa Catalina range.

The aforementioned extension of the Catalinas that 
reaches Redington contains the Younger Precambrian Apache 
Group and Paleozoic and Cretaceous (?) limestone, shale,



sandstone, and conglomerate. The Cretaceous rocks prob
ably represent the Bisbee Group (McKenna, 1965).

Lower to Middle Tertiary Rocks
Several slightly different classifications of 

Tertiary rocks in southern Arizona are currently in use. 
Heindl (1963) allocated four out of five subdivisions of 
the Cenozoic to the Tertiary, while Cooley and Davidson 
(1963) of the U. S. Geological Survey assigned three out 
of five subdivisions to Tertiary time. Other authors are 
usually less specific in their breakdown of Cenozoic time, 
referring only to relevant periods or epochs and avoiding 
the problem of subdividing the entire Cenozoic.

In this paper Early to Middle Tertiary deposits 
in the San Pedro Valley will be discussed briefly without 
any further subdivision. While none of these units have 
been found in the mapped area, outcrops representing this 
time span have been described both north and south of 
Redington.

Early to Middle Tertiary units in or near the San 
Pedro Valley include the Pantano Formation of Brennan (1957), 
Mineta Formation, Cloudburst Formation, San Manuel Formation, 
"deformed conglomerate" of Cooley and Davidson (1963), 
"granitic" and "black" conglomerates described by Montgomery 
(1963) near Tres Alamos, and possibly others. These units

10
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are generally indurated, faulted, and show medium to high 
angles of dip. Some were probably deformed with the major 
episode of Basin-Range block faulting and show, by rock type 
and orientation, a source direction unrelated to the pre
sent topography.

Mineta Ridge, six miles south of the mapped area at 
Reding ton, contains the type exposure of the Mineta Forma
tion of Chew (1952). There, two teeth of the rhinoceras 
Diceratherium established an Early Miocene age for at 
least part of the tilted and faulted beds.

Radioactive dating of a tuff unit in the Pantano 
Formation near Benson, Arizona, yields an approximate age 
of thirty-five million years, or early Oligocene. The Pan
tano Formation, similar in appearance to the Mineta, consists 
mainly of dipping gravel and boulder alluvium that were 
probably deposited close to a mountainous source area.

Additional Lower to Middle Tertiary units of the 
San Pedro Valley have been described in detail by Heindl 
(1963) in the Mammoth area. A series of predominently 
coarse grained fanglomerate and interbedded volcanic rocks 
indicates a pattern of deposition, faulting, and inter
mittent volcanism.

Melton (1965) stated that the more complexly fault
ed Tertiary units were deposited prior to the major events 
of the Basin-Range orogeny, under conditions of crustal
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instability and a subhumid climate. He concluded that the 
more moderately disturbed beds represent post-orogenic fan- 
glomerates resulting from the rapid erosion of steep, up
lifted mountain blocks. They were deposited under dry, warm 
conditions and are local rather than widespread in distrib
ution.



IATE TERTIARY AND QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

Quiburis Formation
General Statement

The sediment in the San Pedro Valley is a sequence 
of relatively fine grained deposits known informally as the 
"basin fill" or "valley fill". Stream channel and flood- 
plain alluvium are the most abundant sediment types, with 
important minor amounts of evaporite, limestone, and related 
deposits of swamp and lake origin. The bedding is essen
tially horizontal, with minor local slumping, small scale 
normal faulting, and primary dip of the coarser facies.

These fine grained beds probably represent an 
aggradational phase of the San Pedro River, sediment being 
derived from adjacent ranges as well as from upstream 
sources. Melton suggested (1965) that the aggradational 
phase was initiated by damming of the ancestral Gila River, 
beginning in Early Pliocene and continuing through Middle 
Pleistocene time. Volcanism and uplift in the Buttes area 
near Florence caused a reduction in the overall gradient of 
the Gila and San Pedro River systems, beginning the long 
cycle of basin filling that continued through at least Kan
san time.

13
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Most of the alluvial deposits in the San Pedro Val

ley have been referred to the Gila Conglomerate. The term, 
originally applied to undeformed or slightly deformed al
luvium in Arizona and New Mexico by Gilbert (1875), has 
gradually been dropped by geologists working in San Pedro 
Valley sediments in favor of a less generalized, more de
scriptive and specific terminology for the many different 
sediment types encountered.

Heindl (1958) proposed dropping the name "Gila 
Conglomerate" because "it includes a substantial portion 
of deposits other than conglomerates; it suggests that 
deposits in separate basins are identical; its use masks 
sequences of alluvial deposits within individual basins 
and it oversimplifies a complex history". He later pro
posed establishment of the Gila Group to include all the 
deposits in the typical basin filling of structural troughs 
in the Basin and Range system of Arizona and New Mexico 
(Heindl, 1963).

At Mammoth, typical basin fill sediments studied by 
Heindl (1963) were named the Quiburis Formation, part of 
the Gila group in that area. The Quiburis Formation at 
Mammoth forms two units; the lower unit consists of typical 
fine grained beds of laminated brown to pink mudstone, 
sandy mudstone, tuff, and pumaceous and diatomaceous beds.



An upper unit, recognizable only on the east side of the 
river, is composed of gravel and conglomerate that dis- 
conformably overlie the lower unit.

Quiburis beds at Mammoth dip less than five de
grees and form a central north-trending shallow syncline 
whose axis is roughly parallel to, and about two miles 
east of, the present San Pedro River. From 300 to 700 
feet are exposed, with well data indicating a total thick
ness of about 1700 feet in the valley center.

Fine-grained lower Pleistocene sediments of the St. 
David Formation of Gray (1965) are similar to Quiburis 
beds. Although he did not correlate the two formations 
directly, Gray indicated that further work might show their 
correlation. St. David rocks are exposed in the Benson- 
St. David region of the San Pedro Valley thirty-five miles 
south of Redington and sixty miles south of Mammoth. Mixed 
fluvial, swamp and lacustrine units, laterally discontinuous 
and otherwise very similar to deposits at Redington and 
Mammoth, are typical of the St. David Formation.

The extension of the Quiburis Formation to the 
Redington area seems logical since Quiburis beds are later
ally continuous from Mammoth to Redington.

15
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Lower Member

General Description. In the badland country on 
either side of the modern San Pedro floodplain around Red- 
ington, the horizontally bedded brown, buff, light green 
and white beds of the lower member of the Quiburis is ex
posed in all the major washes. Although covered almost 
everywhere by younger Pleistocene terrace gravels, good ex
posures of the Quiburis are present along many arroyo banks 
and allow lateral tracing of individual horizons for con
siderable distances.

Measured sections of the Quiburis Formation were 
made in areas of relatively high relief in order to avoid 
extending sections over too great a lateral distance. In 
several locations where a measured section was desired and 
the relief was relatively low, the most complete exposures 
obtainable were measured and these were tied together, by 
levelling, to form a composite section.

The lowest exposed beds of the Quiburis Formation 
in the area studied are medium-brown to reddish-brown silt- 
stone that contains disseminated gypsum and a few clay lens
es.

Near the center of the valley these lowermost silt- 
stone beds adjoin Cretaceous (?) bedrock and contain gravel 
and pebble deposits derived from streams that drained the 
higher elevations. An exposure of these stream channel
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deposits can be observed on the Redington-Mammoth road 
within a mile of the Redington ranch headquarters, where 
a coarse gravel, composed almost entirely of reworked 
Cretaceous (?) sandstone and shale, lenses into the fine
grained siltstone and sandstone of the Quiburis within a 
short distance.

Another buried stream channel deposit within the 
lower part of the Quiburis is present along the lower 
reaches of Buehman Canyon. At the point where Buehman 
Canyon leaves the confines of Paleozoic bedrock, horizon
tally bedded conglomerate laps onto the limestone bedrock 
and extends basinward, where it grades into the more 
typical fine- grained facies within a short distance. The 
conglomerate is principally composed of reworked Paleozoic 
fragments, angular and little rounded, and represents a 
stream deposit from ancestral Buehman Canyon that entered 
the San Pedro Valley in much the same place as it does today.

Immediately above the lowest gypsum-bearing unit, 
deposits of horizontally layered limestone, marl, chert, 
tuff and clay, laterally discontinuous and inter-finger
ing with brown siltstone and sandstone, become the typical 
deposit.

Siltstone and fine-grained sandstone still pre
dominate in this middle unit, but the more striking colors 
of the limestone, marl and chert beds make them appear
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more abundant than they actually are. Also, some of the 
siltstone in this zone is green rather than tan or brown 
and this adds to the striking banded appearance of much 
of the exposed lower member.

Above the last green bed the section again becomes 
more uniform in appearance. Alternating compact siltstone 
and sandstone units, varying from a few inches to a few 
feet in thickness and uniformly light brown in color, are 
typical of the upper part of the lower member. Locally, 
coarse sands and gravels of stream channel origin indicate 
drainage in a general east-northeast direction, or toward 
the valley center.

Limestone. Limy nodules and irregular lenses sim
ilar to caliche deposits occur near the base and near the 
top of the lower member; the nodules are more resistant 
and have a lighter color than the surrounding siltstone 
matrix. They project an inch or so beyond the eroded face 
of the exposure and are easily distinguished from the silt 
stone.

Limestone, or more commonly marls or muddy limes, 
are a common ledge-forming sediment in the middle zone.
The ledges vary from a few inches to a few feet thick and 
invariably lens out laterally; no individual layer is 
continuous between measured sections. The limestone units 
vary considerably, some being quite hard, dense, and



apparently siliceous, while others are lime muds that 
contain considerable silt.

Several limestone layers beneath the fossil horizon 
at section GQ contain structures probably of algal origin. 
These consist of an interlocking framework of minute tubes 
and rods in a limy mud matrix. No specimens were obtained 
that were considered good enough to warrent further study, 
as the structures were exposed only after considerable 
weathering had removed most of the matrix, and by that 
time the structures themselves were badly eroded. Probably 
they are some form of the Characea or framework-building 
algae.

All the limestones are fine-grained micrites (be
tween one and four microns) with minor amounts of clear, 
sparry calcite in fractures and other rock cavities. Clear 
calcite also fills marrow cavities of fossil bones in both 
of the major fossil zones.

Petrographic examination of the limestones showed 
them to be very finely crystalline with from one to three 
per cent detrital quartz and other elastics. Seams were 
partially or completely filled with secondary sparry calcite. 
Many rodlike, circular, and irregular structures composed 
of sparry calcite are undoubtedly replaced organic material, 
presumably algae and fragments of higher plants.

19
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Gypsum* Gypsum occurs as disseminated crystals 

and crystalline masses in the basal brown siltstone of the 
lower member and in one instance as a thin layer near the 
top of section GQ. Fissure-filling seams of gypsum up to 
six inches thick, together with disseminated gypsum occur 
at several localities along the Redington-Mammoth road.
No further work was done on the gypsum, other than identi
fying the variety as selenite on the basis of appearance 
and crystal structure.

Chert. Chert and cherty horizons are present in 
small amounts in the middle part of the lower member of 
the Quiburis Formation. A few thin layers of chert, associ 
ated with limestone and marl, occur in sections GQ and NP. 
These are thin, extremely hard and dense white layers with 
a dull porcelain-like luster.

Thin sections of three units called chert in the 
field were made. They are chalcedony cemented siltstones, 
two of which are partially altered to chert. The detrital 
grains are predominantly quartz and the matrix has the fi
brous speckled appearance of chalcedony. A few circular 
objects, possibly plant structures similar to those in the 
limestones, were replaced by chalcedony.

Clay. While clay was an important constituent in 
all siltstone samples from the Quiburis, very little clay 
or claystone is present. A small lens of impure greenish



gray claystone was uncovered when the Smallhouse Quarry 
was deepened, and several thin, pinkish white lenses of 
bentonitic claystone were observed in sections GQ and PC.

Tuff. One tuff lens was found in the lower member. 
Exposed in a vertical wall in Buehman Canyon, it is assoc
iated with fine siltstone and is evidently water deposited. 
Microscopic examination reveals relatively few glass shards 
in a very fine clayey groundmass. A few tuffaceous beds 
of impure, limey tuff are present, and are associated with 
limestone and siltstone. These are distinguished from marl 
beds or limey siltstones by their lighter, porous appearance.

Structure. Warping and slumping, due primarily to 
compaction, are common in the lower member.

Small scale normal faulting and fracturing are 
common throughout the lower unit. Displacements along 
faults are generally on the order of one or two inches, 
and no displacement more than six inches was observed.

In areas where warping and faulting are at a mini
mum or absent, beds tend to dip about one or two degrees 
toward the valley center. Areas without any structural 
movement are rare in the lower member, and beds may appear 
horizontal or even show dips of several degrees opposite 
the regional trend. It is assumed that had the study been 
extended to the eastern side of the valley around Redington 
the overall structural trend would reveal a shallow syncline
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plunging north, similar to that described at Mammoth by 
Heindl (1963).

Upper Member
At many localities coarse, semi-consolidated gravel 

and sand overlies the fine-grained lower member of the 
Quiburis, reaching a maximum thickness of 268 feet within 
the mapped area at section UP. Near the valley center, 
Pleistocene erosion has removed this upper member of the 
Quiburis, and the fine-grained beds of the lower member are 
covered by a younger unit.

Within the mapped area the upper unit is composed 
almost entirely of epidotized particles of Oracle Granite 
from the nearby Catalina Mountains. Field studies and exam
inations of topographic maps and aerial photos show the 
gravels to be remnants of a broad alluvial apron that once 
extended out from the mountain front, presumably to the 
valley center. The apron and the underlying deposits have 
been dissected and now appear as a series of apron remnants 
and flat-topped ridges extending basinward from the moun
tains. Davis Mesa is the upper surface of one such apron 
remnant, capped by a relatively thin younger unit.

The boundary between the lower member of the Quibur
is Formation and the upper member appears transitional in 
some areas and disconformable in others. Some good expo
sures at the upper limit of the lower member show gradual
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inter-fingering of thin gravel lenses, until the section 
becomes entirely gravel within a relatively short vertical 
distance. Conversely, a few exposures show a distinctly 
irregular contact between these two members. The best 
explanation seems to be that filling was continuous in 
some areas and was separated by a relatively short erosion 
period in others, but does not indicate a prolonged break 
in the sedimentational record.

Although 268 feet of the upper member were measured 
in the mapped area, the full thickness of these deposits 
is much greater, extending from the lower contact in the 
mapped area to the upper levels of Davis Mesa, west of the 
area. Thick gravel deposits were studied in the upper parts 
of Alder, Peppersauce, and Catalina Canyon areas on recon- 
naisence trips, and these gravels were traced basinward 
until meeting the siltstone beds of the lower Quiburis unit. 
Imbrication of gravel beds indicates that drainage was 
toward the San Pedro River.

The upper Quiburis member gravels are coarsest 
near the mountains and become finer basinward. At the most 
basinward limit of these deposits, still approximately a 
mile from the San Pedro, the sand facies predominates and 
is almost as fine as the coarsest units of the lower member 
on which it rests. Structural deformation is not apparent 
in the upper member, possibly due to masking of structural



features because of the semi-consolidated nature of the 
sediment.

Melton (1965) has assigned similar fan deposits 
in the San Pedro Valley to the cold Illinoisian (?) and 
Wisconsin (?) glacio-pluvial stages, the rationale being 
that rapid mechanical weathering prevailed during these 
stages as compared with the predominantly chemical weather
ing, resulting in the deposition of fine-grained sediment 
in the valley, that prevailed during warmer periods. Tuan 
(1963) found that fan gravels from the Santa Catalinas were 
deposited on an eroded surface of deformed Gila Conglom
erate, during Middle to Late Pleistocene. The uncertainty 
of the specific units intended by the term "deformed Gila 
Conglomerate" make direct comparison with the Redington 
deposits difficult, but the interpretation of Middle to 
Late Pleistocene age for these fan deposits (Quiburis 
Formation, upper member), is the same as the writer’s.

Sacaton Formation
The Sacaton Formation, a red-brown, heterogenous, 

and poorly sorted deposit that attains a maximum thickness 
of fifteen feet in the mapped area, forms the terrace 
gravel that unconformably overlies the Quiburis formation. 
Sacaton gravels contain irregular masses and seams of cali
che and often have a darker brown soil developed on the
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surface. Silt, sand, gravel and boulders are present, a 
typical exposure of Sacaton being best described as a 
bouldery gravel. Cobbles and boulders of granite, basalt, 
other volcanics, sandstone, quartzite, limestone, and 
ultrabasic igneous rocks all occur in typical Sacaton de
posits near the San Pedro, implying a varied source. The 
Sacaton Formation was named by Heindl (1963) for brown and 
red-brown gravel deposits that form the lower terrace 
levels of the San Pedro near Mammoth. Heindl (1963) said 
that the Sacaton Formation did not extend to the margins 
of the valley as did the Quiburis.

At Redington, red-brown gravels form the upper 
surface of all the terrace levels, the highest extending 
almost to the mountain front of the Santa Catalinas. A 
similar red-brown "granite wash" gravel is found at Oracle, 
overlying granite, that probably represents a buried pedi
ment surface. The varied rock types found in the Sacaton 
deposits of the lower terraces are not found at these higher 
levels, indication that the upstream source that introduced 
the varied rock types was not the source of the higher grav
els and boulders. The upper levels are covered with the 
same red-brown, caliche-cemented gravel and boulder deposit, 
but the rock constituents are local types.

The question of whether or not to call all of the 
red-brown gravels Sacaton Formation, or to restrict the use
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of that term to beds similar to the Sacaton at Mammoth, 
is important. The original use of the term was for terrace 
deposits of former levels of the San Pedro, composed of a 
high percentage of extraneous rock types. The extension of 
the term to include deposits of different genesis adds a 
new and perhaps confusing dimension to the Sacaton concept. 
The climatic conditions extant during, and subsequent to, 
the cutting and deposition of the lower Sacaton gravels 
were certainly operating on the upper terrace or piedmont 
gravels also, and the terraces of tributaries of the ances
tral San Pedro undoubtedly were similar to and continuous 
with terraces of the main river. In this case, rock constit
uents of the several terraces would be different but struc
ture, degree of weathering and other features would be 
similar. This appears to be true for the Redington area, 
with the result that these gravels form a mappable unit and 
are collectively described as Sacaton Formation in this area.

The change from upper Quiburis gravels to the Saca
ton gravels appears transitional in a few places close to 
the mountain front, but becomes more obviously disconform- 
able toward the valley center, where, near the San Pedro 
River, the Sacaton Formation disconformably overlies the 
lower member of the Quiburis Formation.

Where both the upper Quiburis gravels and the 
Sacaton gravels occur they can be differentiated by the
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deeply weathered, red-brown color of the Sacaton compared 
to the gray color of the Quiburis. Also, the much greater 
degree of cementation of the Sacaton and its generally 
greater grain size are distinguishing features.

In many locations, the Sacaton is apparently derived 
almost entirely from reworked and winnowed Quiburis gravels , 
and in those areas the two can be differentiated as de
scribed above. In addition, the more indurated Sacaton 
Formation often forms vertical faces or even slight over
hangs relative to the slope-forming gravels below.

Recent Alluvium
Recent floodplain deposits of the San Pedro River 

and its tributaries in the mapped area are somewhat higher 
than the present river channel. They are not widespread, 
occurring only near the mouths of tributary arroyos, and 
were not studied in detail.

These beds are primarily poorly consolidated sand 
and silt, and represent the most recent aggradational phase 
that ended around 1880 (Bryan, 1925). The upper deposit- 
ional surface probably corresponds to the Aravaipa surface 
(Bryan, 1926) described elsewhere in the San Pedro Valley.

Melton (1965) states that these fine-grained beds
were deposited under climatic conditions similar to the 
present.
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Modem Alluvium

Material on the present floodplain or in the 
present channels of the San Pedro and its tributaries is 
classified as Modem Alluvium. Generally coarser than 
the Recent Alluvium, it is primarily gravel and sand, with 
minor silt and clay.

The Modem Alluvium has been deposited since about 
1880, when the San Pedro began its present downcutting 
phase (Bryan, 1925).

A wide variety of rock types, representing almost 
all the formations found in the San Pedro watershed, occur 
in the Modem Alluvium.



PETROGRAPHY

Size Analysis
The lower member of the Quiburis Formation was 

emphasized for the size analyses. Folk's Manual of Sed
imentary Petrography (1961) was followed, using sieve 
analyses for all materials coarser than silt, and pipette 
analyses for materials finer than silt. The Wentworth 
scale, modified to the phi scale of Krumbein, was used as 
a classification, and cumulative curves were plotted on 
arithmetic probability paper to facilitate computation of 
average size and sorting values.

Average Size
Although the grain size nomenclature of Folk (1961)

is considered the clearest method of describing sedimentary
samples, some numerical value of average size is also useful
to show vertical or horizontal size changes and as a tool
in determining and delineating sedimentary environments.
The measure of average size selected was the graphic mean
(Mz= 16+^50+^84). which uses more of the distribution than 

3
other methods. Results are tabulated in table 2.

A detailed quantitative sedimentological analysis 
is beyond the intent of this study, but several items shown
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GRAVEL

gravel

;muddymuddy
sandygravel

gravellygravelly

si. gravelly
sandy mud Sraymuddy sand

sandy mud muddy sand
9:1 SANDHUD 1:9 1:1

Fig. 3. Grain Size Classification Diagram 
for Sediments Containing Gravel (Folk, 1961).
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SAND

clayey/ muddy \ silty 
sand / sand \ sand

sandy
mud

Fig. 4. Grain Size Classification Diagram 
for Sediments Lacking Gravel (Folk, 1961).

CLAY SILT
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Table 1. Results of Particle Size Analyses

Sample description after Folk (1961). 
^indicates silt and clay combined.

Sample
Number

Pebble
7o

Gravel
%

Sand
%

MD1 26.6 12.1 35.2
MD2 14.7
MD4 .6 2.6 74.9
SHI 20.0
SH10 26.5
SH30 14.3
NP5 .2 93.6
GQ3 3.6 95.7
GQ5 5.9
GQ6 17.2
GQ7 20.4
BC3 61.7
BC4 3.7
BC6 33.1
BC10 5.5
BC11 13.7
EC1 9.7 14.1 67.4
PCI 23.2
PC6 31.0
PC7 13.5

Silt
%

Clay
%

Sample Descrip
tion

17.1 9.0 muddy sdy. grav.
62.8 22.5 sandy silt
17.5 4.4 si. grav. muddy sd.
58.1 14.5 sandy silt
70.8 2.7 sandy silt
51.5 34.3 sandy mud

6,.1* sand
,8* sand

64.5 29.6 silt
65.1 17.7 sandy silt
54.0 25.6 sandy silt
35.0 3.3 silty sand
57.1 39.2 mud
40.1 26.8 sandy mud
53.6 40.9 mud
65.7 20.6 sandy silt

8,.8* grav. muddy sd.
47.4 29.4 sandy mud
55.3 13.7 sandy silt
68.3 18.2 sandy silt
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Table 1. continued

Sample
Number

Pebble
%

Gravel
%

Sand
7,

Silt Clay 
7o 7o

Sample Descrip
tion

PC11 77.7 22.3* muddy sand
PC12 16.6 19.1 52.2 11.8* muddy sdy. grav.
UF1 32.6 63.2 14.2 sandy silt
UF3 .3 3.6 62.9 25.8 7.4 si. grav. muddy sd
UF9 26.4 45.9 27.7 sandy mud
UF12 27.9 21.5 46.7 3.7* sandy gravel
PK1 25.6 49.3 25.1 sandy mud
PK3 43.0 14.6 40.4 1.9* sandy gravel
AW1 1.3 3.0 92.6 3.2* sand
AW3 42.1 52.1 5.8 sandy silt
AW4 14.0 7.6 74.5 4.0* gravelly sand
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Fig. 5. Cumulative Curves of Typical Silts, Quiburis Fm"..Lower Member. '
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Fig. 6. Cumulative Curves of Typical
Lower Member.

Sands, Quiburis Fm.
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Fig. 7. Cumulative Curves of Typical Samples, Quiburis
Upper Member.

Fm.
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by the samples studied are of interest.

Size analysis of selected samples of the lower 
member of the Quiburis Formation showed silt to be the 
most abundant sediment size. Of twenty-four samples, 
eleven are siltstone and seven are mudstone. Most of 
these samples had been described as siltstone in the field, 
but a few had been called fine-grained sandstone. The 
remaining six samples were various types of sandstone-- 
three sandstone and three silty or muddy sandstone--and 
these had been correctly collected as "sandstones'* in the 
field.

Within the lower member, the lowest silts are 
about the same average size as the upper silts; the same 
is true of the sands. The overall section, however, does 
become coarser upward. This was observed in the field and 
was confirmed by size analysis.

Sorting
Folk’s "inclusive graphic standard deviation"

(01= 84-^16 a. 95-^5 ) was selected as the best measure
4 6.6

of sorting, as it uses 90% of the distribution. Results, 
showing spread in units, are tabulated in table 2. Using 
the classification suggested by Folk, most of the Redington 
samples are very poorly sorted. Sands were slightly better 
sorted than silts, but still averaged midway between poorly
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sorted and very poorly sorted for ten samples of sand.
All but a few gravel and sand samples contained more than 
five percent clay, not unexpected in these immature sed
iments.

Heavy Mineral Study
Six heavy mineral slides of each major sediment 

type in the Quiburis formation were prepared. Three hun
dred grains were identified on each slide. Results of 
the heavy mineral study are tabulated in table 3, page 41.

The most abundant heavies were the E-Z-C group 
minerals (epidotie, zoisite, clinozoisite), followed by the 
micas (mainly biotite), the pyroboles, and garnet. The 
grains were characteristically angular. The E-Z-C group 
minerals were usually clouded and darkened by alteration. 
Hornblende of common green and basaltic brown varieties 
were the most abundant pyroboles.

Certain limited conclusions can be drawn from the 
results of the heavy mineral analysis. The angularity of 
most of the grains and overall immaturity of the suite 
suggest a relatively short transport and imply a nearby 
source area. Also, in some samples the major source can 
be at least approximated.

For example, the greater proportion of rounded 
grains and relatively greater amount of zircon and garnet
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Representative samples were selected for each unit 
analyzed. Descriptive sorting after Folk (1961).

Table 2. Mean Size and Sorting Values

Formation 
or Member

Sample Type Mean size 
My (t$)

Sorting Descriptive
sorting

Sacaton fm. UF12 gravel -1.5 2.3 very poor
PC12 sand 1.8 2.6 very poor

Quiburis fm. 
Upper Member

PK3 gravel -1.2 1.8 poor
EC1 sand .8 2.1 very poor
AW4 sand .7 1.6 poor

Quiburis fm. MD1 gravel 1.2 4.2 extreme
Lower Member

PC11 sand 3.2 1.1
ly poor 
poor

MD4 sand 3.0 1.7 poor
NP5 sand 2.9 0.8 moderate
GQ3 sand 1.9 1.2 poor
AW1 sand 2.3 1.4 very poor
GQ6 silt 5.9 2.0 very poor
BC10 silt 7.6 2.2 very poor
BC11 silt 6.5 2.2 very poor
AW3 silt 4.7 1.6 poor
BC6 silt 7.3 1.9 poor
BC4 silt 7.7 2.4 very poor
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Table 2. continued

Formation 
or Member

Sample Type Mean size 
Mz (6)

Sorting Descriptive
sorting

Quiburis fm. MD2 silt 6.0 2.1 very poor
Lower Member
continued SH30 silt 6.0 2.3 very poor

UF3 sand 3.1 3.1 very poor
UF9 silt 5.9 2.7 very poor
GQ5 silt 6.7 2.3 very poor
PC6 silt 5.2 2.3 very poor
PCI silt 6.5 2.6 poor
SHI silt 5.9 2.4 very poor
GQ7 silt 6.2 2.5 very poor
UF1 silt 5.4 2.1 very poor
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Sample PC12 from upper member, Quiburis Formation; others 
from lower member. 300 grains counted for each sample.

Table 3. Non-Opaque Heavy Mineral Counts

Mineral (s)

Epidote, Zoisite, 
Clinozoisite
Micas

Amphiboles, 
Pyroxenes
Apatite

Garnet

Sphene

Zircon

Chlorite group

Rutile

Tourmaline

Staurolite

Barite,
Celestite

SH30 UF1 PC6
green brown greei
ish silt ish
silt silt
124 120 154

78 108 29

27 10 51

21 21 9

13 18 27

12 9 15

6 6 3

4 2 3

2 6 3

1 0 0

1 0 6

2 0 0

MD1 PC12 PK1
•basal upper basal
grav. grav. sand

149 249 139

37 11 89

23 10 23

6 4 18

43 9 12

7 7 10

10 9 7

2 0 0

14 1 2

0 0 0

3 0 0

2 0 0
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Table 3. continued

Mineral (s) SH30 UF1 PC6 MD1 PC12 PK1

Monazite 7 0 0 4 0 0

Olivine 0 1 0 0 0 0
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in sample MD1 reflect the nearby Cretaceous (?) sediment
ary outcrops and suggest that sediment derived from these 
adjacent outcrops is a major constituent of that particular 
silt unit. Also, the sand fraction of the upper member of 
the Quiburis Formation contains an overwhelming abundance 
of the E-C-Z minerals and a high zircon count. Both of 
these features are characteristic of sediments derived 
from a granitic source area and confirm the field observa
tion that the unit was derived from nearby outcrops of 
Oracle Granite.



PALEONTOLOGY

General Statement
Fossil mammals have been found at several locali

ties in the Redington area for some time and a modest 
collection has gradually accumulated at the University of 
Arizona. Paleontologic field parties have collected from 
major fossil-bearing zones--a lower “Smallhouse" site and 
a higher "Bingham Ranch” horizon— both named after nearby 
ranches.

Both fossil-bearing units are light-green silt- 
stones associated with swamp and lacustrine deposits of 
the lower member of the Quiburis. Fossils are rarely found 
intact, commonly occurring as scattered, broken pieces of 
bone.

The fossils do not occur randomly throughout the 
fossiliferous horizons but tend to be concentrated in "bone 
beds" varying from a few inches to a foot or more in thick
ness. Scattering and redeposition of the animals after 
death is indicated by the heterogenous nature of the fossil
iferous zones and by the high percentage of broken and in
complete bones. The scattering was probably a combination 
of predator and scavenger activity, trampling, and movement 
by running water. Redeposition into the fairly concentrated
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bone beds was evidently carried on by sheetwash and stream 
deposition. The relative scarcity of fossil material in 
the limestone units compared to the marginal and floodplain 
deposits indicates that current velocity was rarely suffi
cient to carry the bones and teeth into the existing lakes 
and ponds, but rather tended to deposit them along streams 
and on floodplain surfaces. Shorelines were probably also 
areas of concentration.

Canidae

Vulpes sp.
Three incisors and a palate fragment containing an 

and of Vulpes have been found at Smallhouse. The 
molars are larger than Recent V. macrotis and Urocvon 
cinereoargentatus in the U. of A. collection and are close 
to V. fulvus in size. Gregory (1942) believes that the 
characters Matthew (1918) and others have used to separate 
some Pliocene foxes into the genera Leptocvon and Tephrocvon 
are not of generic significance but indicate normal varia
tion and sexual dimorphism. Gregory would not separate 
the fossil foxes from Vulpes. V. stenagnathus (Savage) 
from the Optima fauna of Oklahoma has measurements very 
close to the Redington fox.

The Redington fox is placed in the genus Vulpes.
species indeterminate with the material on hand but
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probably close to V. fulvus or V. stenognathus.

Osteoborus sp.
The labial half of a right crown, consisting of 

the paraeone and metacone and surrounding cingulum, is 
indistinguishable from the same cusps on a cast of Osteo
borus (cvnoides?) from the Hemphill of Texas. The Hemphill 
cast measures 15.4 mm across these two cusps; the same 
measurement on the Smallhouse fragment is 15.1 mm. Both 
specimens are moderately worn and in both specimens the 
metacone is larger and deeper than the paracone.

A complete left crown has also been found at 
Smallhouse. The tooth is unworn and represents a smaller 
canid than the above fragment, measuring 13.2 mm across the 
paracone-metacone ridge and 18.2 mm transversely.

The crown is slightly larger than Canis latrans 
teeth in the University of Arizona collection. Closer 
comparison with Canis reveals a number of important differ-i
ences. The paracone is much larger, relative to the meta
cone, on the Smallhouse specimen. The valley between the 
paracone-metacone ridge and the protocone-metaconule ridge 
is shallower on the Smallhouse tooth than in Canis; the 
same is true of the valley or basin between the protocone- 
metaconule ridge and the hypocone. Finally the Smallhouse 
tooth has a larger hypocone, less posterior curvature, and
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less supression anteroposteriorly through the midline of 
the tooth than does Canis.

The above characteristics that rule out Canis 
for the crown are specialized in the direction of the 
hyaenoid dogs and indicate a smaller species of Osteoborus 
or a closely related form.

A review of Cynodesmus and Tomarctus shows some 
species (T. brevirostris from the Lower Snake Creek, C. 
euthos from the Nebraska Pliocene) about the same size as 
the Smallhouse canid but differing in the more triangular 
shape and smaller hypocone of Aelurodon is based al
most entirely on lower jaws and teeth, only one type spec
imen having an upper tooth (a single P^). Pliocvon is much 
larger than the Smallhouse specimens.

One of Osteoborus diabloensis from the Black 
Hawk Ranch Pliocene fauna is close to the Smallhouse tooth 
in size, as are some of the smaller specimens of 0. cvnoides 
from the Goodnight Hemphillian of Texas. These teeth also 
appear to have somewhat smaller hypocones than the Small
house tooth.

In view of the variation seen in M̂ -'s in some of 
the larger collections of Canids, including Osteoborus. it 
does not seem possible to identify the crown or the



fragment to the specific level; however, it is almost 
certain that two separate forms of the genus Osteoborus 
are present.

Mustelidae
Specimen 29/1242, a left lower jaw fragment contain

ing P3 and P4 , is the only mustelid found at Redington to 
date. The jaw is from the Smallhouse site. p3 has a single 
cusp and a surrounding cingulum that is most pronounced at 
the anterior and posterior margins and all but disappears 
in the central part of the tooth. The ascending cingulum 
forms a moderately developed posterior heel. P^ is similar 
to P^, but has a somewhat stronger cingulum which turns 
sharply upward in the posterior quarter of the tooth to 
form a pronounced peaked heel.

The top of the main cusp of P^ is shattered but it 
appears that a small accessory cusp was present, offset 
labially, on the posterior slope of the main cusp.

Insufficient comparative material precludes the 
identification of these two premolars at present. Mustelids 
are identified primarily on variations of the lower camas- 
sial. Mi, and many described genera and species have no 
premolars preserved. Hopefully, future specimens from the 
Redington area will contain more diagnostic teeth than the 
present lone jaw fragment.
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Ursidae

Agriotherium cf. schneideri (fig. 8)
Four bear teeth have been found at the Smallhouse 

site (see figure 8). One tooth is a canine and not diag
nostic. The other three teeth, an upper and two upper
9M ’s are in a good state of preservation and are essential
ly complete.

The teeth were found at different times in the same 
horizon of green silt, but were distributed over several 
feet of exposure and were mixed with scrap bone and teeth 
from other animals. It is therefore not certain whether 
these three teeth are from the same animal, from different 
animals, or even if they represent the same genus.

By general shape and size the teeth are clearly 
referred to either the genus Indarctos or the genus 
Agriotherium. both found in widely separated localities 
in North America and Eurasia and both considered reliable 
"index fossils" to the Hemphillian. The distinction between 
these two genera is made difficult by the general dearth 
of material and because characteristics of the upper teeth 
are used to identify some forms while other forms are based 
primarily on lowers. Considering only uppers, as is neces
sary in the present case, the problem is made more diffi
cult because certain described species are either lacking 
uppers or have an incomplete upper dentition.



Three features of the upper molars are generally 
used to distinguish Agriotherium from Indarctos. These 
are a larger posterior heel on the of Indarctos, a 
larger parastyle on the upper camassial (P^) of Agriother
ium. and a more centrally positioned protocone on the upper 
P^ of Agriotherium compared with the more anterior position 
of the same cusp in Indarctos. A fourth characteristic, the 
development of a lingual cingulum on the protocone, may be 
more typical of Agriotherium than Indarctos.

The left upper molar has a well developed posterior 
extension; the right molar does not. This could indicate 
a high degree of asymmetry in one individual, or the pres
ence of two individuals. The latter instance could include 
the occurrence of separate individuals of the same species 
or it could indicate two separate species or genera. Also, 
the possibility of gradual distortion without cracking, due 
to burial, must be considered. The right molar is very 
similar to Hyaenarctos (Agriotherium) palaendictis in pro
portion, but is larger in size. The molars are slightly 
larger than M^'s referred to A. schneideri from the Yepomera 
of Chihuahua and the Optima of Oklahoma.

The Smallhouse P^ is like Indarctos in the rela
tively small size of the parastyle. It is more like 
Agriotherium in the more median position of the protocone
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and the development of a lingual cingulum on the protocone.
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In overall proportion it is similar to Hvaenarctos (Agrio- 
therium sivalensis (figured in Frick, 1926) but is consid
erably larger.

The overall impression of the tooth assemblage is 
an intermediate form, one of mixed characters. There is 
a strong possibility that more complete material from Red
ing ton and other localities will show Agriotherium and 
Indarctos to be integrating types with no more than a specif
ic distinction. Also, the size of the Redington teeth 
indicate a form larger than any previously described species 
of either Indarctos or Agriotherium. but this could merely 
represent sexual dimorphism or variability.

On the basis of predominating Agriotherium charac
teristics the Smallhouse teeth are considered closest to 
Agriotherium schneideri.

Equidae
Both fossil horizons contain horse remains, the 

most plentiful coming from the Smallhouse site. Ten upper 
and eleven lower cheek teeth were examined from the Small
house site as well as tooth fragments and a few metacarpals. 
The Bingham Ranch locality has yielded an incomplete and 
very worn palate with the right P^-M^ and left P^, P^, and 

in place. Nine isolated cheek teeth have also been 
found at the Bingham Ranch locality, consisting of six 
lower and three upper teeth.



The Redington teeth vary in curvature, size, and 
enamel complexity but are clearly somewhere in the later 
Pliohippus stage of development. Pliohippus uppers range 
from strongly curved to nearly straight, from a simple oval 
protocone to an elongate, "wooden shoe" protocone having 
a lingual concavity and an anterior heel, from simple to 
fairly complex fossette borders, and from moderately to 
strongly hypsodont. These features are gradational, and 
continuous with both earlier and later horses.

The size and complexity of the Redington teeth 
preclude many described species of Pliohippus. All species 
typical of lower Pliocene and older beds, such as P. 
supremus. P. pemix. P. leidvanus. P. robust is. and P. 
nobilis were either too small or too simple in their enamel 
development for favorable comparison with the Redington 
material. The Redington teeth are smaller, more curved, 
and with simpler enamel patterns than teeth from the Benson- 
St. David area that have been assigned to a primitive Equus 
(Plesippus). P. Ansae and P. stocki, although progressive 
in enamel pattern, are considerably smaller than the Red
ington form.

Pliohippus teeth referred to the species interpol- 
atus, edensis, osborni, spectans. coalingensis, and mexican- 
us are closest to the Redington specimens. Although the
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material collected is too small a sample to identify the 
species present beyond a reasonable doubt, a tentative 
identification can be made on the basis of the material 
collected to date.

Pliohippus cf. interpolatus (fig. 8)
The upper cheek teeth from the Smallhouse site have 

moderate curvature and moderately complex fossette borders. 
The protocone is generally oval with a pointed posterior tip 
and an absent or incipient anterior heel. In crown size 
they are closest to P. interpolatus. P . coalingensis. and 
P. mexicanus. In protocone development they are similar 
to teeth assigned to P. interpolatus and P. spectans.

P. coalingensis and P. mexicanus are not considered 
the best referrals for a number of reasons. The type of P. 
coalingensis is a single tooth that seems to fall within 
the range of variation of P . interpolatus. Teeth assigned 
to P. coalingensis from the Pinole, Oakdale and Etchegoin 
formations by Stirton (1952) were originally assigned to 
P. interpolatus (Stirton, 1939) . P.. coalingensis may there
fore be a synonym of the more widely known P. interpolatus. 
_P. mexicanus is a slightly more advanced form than the Small
house specimens collected to date, the former having less 
curvature and a somewhat more advanced protocone. This 
conclusion was reached after studying the figures in Lance
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(1950) and a number of teeth of P. mexlcanus in the U. of 
Arizona collection.

Teeth assigned to P. interpolatus from Hemphill
County, Texas, the San Francisco Bay area, and elsewhere

1 2are generally more advanced than the type M and M des
cribed by Cope (1893) from the Goodnight beds of Texas.
The type teeth have rounded to slightly oval protocones and 
only slightly crenulated fossettes, while teeth later 
assigned to this species generally have a slight lingual 
concavity, a more elongated protocone, and more compli
cated fossette borders.

The Smallhouse uppers have protocones more pro
gressive than the type of P. interpolatus. but about the 
same as teeth later assigned to that species. They are 
smaller and have more crenulated fossettes than P. spectans.

The Smallhouse lower teeth have rounded protoconid- 
hypoconid walls and rounded metaconids and metastylids. 
While not expecially diagnostic, the lowers are somewhat 
less advanced than P. mexicanus (which begins to show 
flattening of the outer walls) and do not conflict with 
the conclusions reached on the basis of the upper teeth.
The Smallhouse horse is therefore compared with Pliohippus 
interpolatus.
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Pliohippus cf. spectans (fig. 8)

The Bingham Ranch locality has yielded eleven upper 
teeth, including four isolated teeth and a partial palate, 
that are larger and simpler in their enamel pattern than the 
Smallhouse specimens. They have wide fossettes with simple 
enamel borders, and oval protocones. One lightly worn 
tooth has a moderately pointed protocone; none have anterior 
heels. Curvature is moderate. The lower cheek teeth have 
rounded outer walls and rounded metaconids and metastylids. 
The palate teeth are well worn, the four isolated teeth 
lightly to moderately worn.

The contrast between the relatively primitive 
Bingham Ranch teeth and the more advanced teeth from 
Smallhouse, stratigraphically lower than at Bingham Ranch, 
is somewhat surprising. While subsequent discoveries may 
modify or change the picture, a tentative taxonomic assign
ment must be made on the basis of the material on hand.

The only species of Pliohippus having the afore
mentioned characteristics of large size, simple fossette 
borders, oval protocones, and medium curvature is Plio
hippus spectans. previously described from the Rattlesnake, 
Mulholland, Kern River beds, and elsewhere. The Bingham 
Ranch teeth are referred to this species.

The type of P. osbomi (Frick, 1921), and referred 
teeth, are similar to P. spectans in size, fossette pattern.
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and general appearance with the exception of the protocone. 
P. osborni has a well developed heel and a moderate lingual 
concavity on the protocone, features not seen in any figures 
or description of P. spectans. Although not widely known,
P. osborni is most likely a slightly more advanced horse 
in the same line of progression as P. spectans.

Camelidae
Crescent shaped enamel fragments and partial teeth, 

mostly camel but possibly including other artiodactyls, 
are among the most common fossils in the Redington area.
More have been observed at the Smallhouse quarry than at 
the Bingham Ranch site, and two distinct sizes of teeth 
representing a small and a large camel have been found.

Identification of the many genera and species of 
the Camelidae is based on a combination of factors. These 
include size, reduction of the anterior premolars, develop
ment of anteroexteraal styles on the lower molars, and 
degree of hypsodonty.

Pliauchenia sp. (fig. 8)
The smaller teeth found at Redington fit generally 

into the Pliauchenia-Procamelus range in anteroposterior 
length of the cheek tooth series and in their moderate 
hypsodonty. In Procamelus. a less progressive form, the 
first premolar has moved foreward and become caniniform but
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the upper and lower second premolars are still part of the 
cheek-tooth series. In Pliauchenia p2/2 have disappeared 
from the cheek teeth, although DP^ is present in some 
species. Gregory (1942) has reviewed the described species 
of Pliauchenia and Procamelus and stated that there are 
three valid species of Pliauchenia. In order of increasing 
size these are P. singularis. P_. humphreyensia and P. 
magnifontis. (Hibbard, 1963, placed P. humphrevensis (vera) 
into the genus Tanupolama on the basis of the anteroexter- 
nal and anterointemal stylids) .

Pliauchenia is differentiated from the more ad
vanced Tanupolama by the latter's increased hypsodonty and 
well developed anteroextemal and anterointemal styles on 
the molar teeth.

The specimens from Smallhouse have a slight antero- 
external and anterointemal stylid on M3, and to a lesser 
degree on Mg, but these features are not as well developed 
as any figure of Tanupolama seen in the literature. On 
this basis they represent an advanced Pliauchenia. close 
to the Tanupolama type. The molar series are within the 
size range of P. humphrevensis. but Hibbard places this 
species into Tanupolama (see above). The teeth are also 
similar in size and morphology to teeth assigned by Frick 
(1926) to Procamelus edensis of the Mt. Eden fauna, but
this species is probably best assigned to Pliauchenia
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because of the absence of P^/2, and other considerations 
(Stirton and Goerig, 1942). In size, Pliauchenia edensis. 
to use the terminology of Stirton and Goerig, is very near 
that of Pliauchenia humphreven sis 0=Tanupolama vera?).

Only isolated upper teeth of the smaller camel 
have been found. They have well developed styles and are 
not significantly different in this feature from teeth 
assigned to Pliauchenia. Procamelus. or Tanupolama. The 
upper molars do not seem significantly different in these 
genera to be diagnostic, especially in the case of isolated 
teeth.

The smaller camel teeth at Redington are therefore 
considered to be an advanced Pliauchenia. species indeter
minate, because of the lack of sufficient complete tooth 
series, and because of the need for an updated, modern re
classification of North American camels in general.

Camelidae, large (fig. 8)
Fragments of lower molars up to thirty-one ram wide, 

and a poorly preserved partial lower jaw with several un
worn molars in place probably indicate the presence of 
Megatvlopus or a larger species of Pliauchenia in both 
faunas. Figure 8 shows the greater size of these tooth 
fragments relative to the smaller Pliauchenia.
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Capromervx cf. altidens (fig. 8)

Antelopes have been classified primarily on horn 
cores rather than dentition. Some forms are known only 
from horn cores, others having only a partial dentition.
The antilocaprid teeth of the late Cenozoic vary more in 
size than enamel pattern.

A single upper tooth from the Smallhouse site, 
probably an and a partial lower jaw from the Bingham 
Ranch locality are the only antilocaprid remains found at 
Redington. These compare most favorably with teeth from 
the Rhino Hill beds of Kansas (Ogallala Formation) and the 
Optima and Hemphill faunas of Oklahoma and Texas, all of 
which have been referred to Capromervx altidens. They are 
about the same size as teeth from the Oakdale fauna con
sidered to be either Capromervx or Sphenophalos. Spheno- 
phalos from the Rattlesnake and Pinole faunas are slightly 
larger than the Smallhouse specimens. The lower jaw is 
referred to Capromervx altidens on the basis of the antero
posterior length of Mj_3. The upper molar probably repre
sents the same species.

Age of the Redington Fauna 
Agriotherium has been reported from Middle Pliocene

Hemphillian localities at Yepomera, Mount Eden, Hemphill, Op
tima, Snake Creek, and Bone Valley in North America. The 
very similar Indarctos has been found only at the Rattlesnake



Table 4. Fossil Measurements
Dimensions given, in mm., are greatest anteroposterior (above line) by 
greatest transverse (below line) measurements, excluding cement. Where 
only one figure is listed it is the anteroposterior measurement. Dam
aged tooth, with measurement impossible, indicated by d*.

Upper teeth
Taxonomic UA p3 p4 M- M- M? DP2 DP^ DP^
assignment cat.

Vulpes s p . 29 9.6 6.3
1793 12.0 8.8

29 13.2
Osteoborus 1794 18.2

sp.
f

15.1
d*

29 38.3
1234 25.2

Aeriotherium cf.
schneideri 29 36.5

1232 30.2
29 35.5
1233 33.6



Taxonomic
assignment

Pliohippus 
cf.

interpolatus

Pliohippus
cf.

spectans

UA 
cat.
#
29
17§3
29
1237
29
1778 
29
1782
29
1779

161120
161120
16

1853
16
1633
16
1844

Table 4.
p2 p2

34.722.8
28.3

31.8 28.8 
28.7 29.4
33.0
29.5

26.7
28.0

i-P*

continued
M- M- DP-

24.5
5577

23.8
21.3

36.2 27.4 29.5
21.2 22.6 20.5

25.2 24.1
30.0 26.9
26.0 25.0
W70 2873

24.4
26.9

23.8
24.6 H



Table 4. continued
Taxonomic
assignment

UA 
cat. 
#

P- p- P^ M- M- M- Dpi DP- DP-

Camelidae. 
large

29
TEU2

29
1800

33.3

38.3

Canromervx ^9
cf. altidens 1814

14.0
7.7

Lower teeth
Taxonomic
assignment

UA 
cat.
#

pz p3 P4 MI M2 M- DM3 P^ -Mg

Mustelidae 29
1242

4.5 5.9

Pliohippus 
cf.Interpol-

atus

29
1788
29
1781

30.58.2 29.5
9.6

29.2
15.9

30.6
8.4

29
1784

30.1
11.1 o\ho



Table 4. continued
Taxonomic
assignment

UA
cat.
#

P2 P3 p5 Mj M- M-2 3 DM P^-M- P——M- Mj-M—
(est.)

Pliohionus 29 32.2
cf.Interpol-

atus
1851
29

11.2
32.9(cant'd.) 1239 14.5

4 27.7
9.4

22.0
11.5

4 25.212.2

Pliohippus
cf.

spectans
4
15J7

25.2
14.8

26.0
11.7

if
31.1
11.5

16 32.5
1851 11.3



Taxonomic
assignment

Table 4. continued
DM P——M— P—— M— M—— M—UA P7 P- 

cat. 3
#

Pliauchenia
sp.

29
1795
29
1796 
29
1807

9.5 14.1
(est.)

17.4

20.0

25.0 29.0

22.6 30.4

86.7 97.4

Camelidae.
large

29
1797
29
1235

45.5

M2+M3 (?) 
75.7

Canromervx 
cf. altidens

16
I 1129

10.5 13.2 18.7 42.8

ON4>



locality, also of Hemphillian age, and in the Middle 
Pliocene Siwalik beds of India♦

Pliohippus interpolatus occurs in Early to Late 
Hemphillian localities. The type specimen was found in 
what are probably earlier Hemphillian beds (Goodnight) 
than most other occurrences. The larger collections of 
Pliohippus interpolatus are at Optima, Pinole, and Hemphill. 
Closely related if not identical forms are found at Oakdale 
and Etchegoin, which are probably somewhat later Hemphillian 
in age.

Pliohippus spectans is best known from the earlier 
Hemphillian Mulholland fauna and from the later Hemphillian 
Rattlesnake collection.

The remaining forms are less conclusive. Osteoborus 
is found throughout the Pliocene, although more commonly 
in the Hemphillian. The Redington collection does not 
justify identification beyond the generic level. Pliauch- 
enia occurs throughout the Pliocene. The scant Caoromeryx 
material present, and the similarity of molar teeth in 
several closely related late Cenozoic antelopes, preclude 
any definite age assignment based on that form.

The fossil evidence therefore suggests that the beds 
are of Hemphillian age, from Middle Hemphillian (near 
Hemphill, Mount Eden and Rattlesnake time) to Late Hemphill
ian (near Thousand Creek, Oakdale, Etchegoin, Pinole time).
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Fig. 8. Pliocene Vertebrate Fossils, Redington, Arizona

Pliohippus cf. interpolates. occlusal views, upper 
teeth: (a), 29/1778, M2; (b), 29/1782, M3; (c), 29/1783,
P2; (d), 29/1237, P3; If), U. A. 29/1785, M?; (h) , 29/1852, 
MT; (h), 29/1852, MY. Lower teeth: (e), 2971781, P3; (g) , 
29/1851, MT; (z), 29/1788, P2-4.

Pliohippus cf. spectans. occlusal views, upper teeth: 
(1), 16/1844,Ml; (j) 16/1842, Ml, (k), 16/1843, P3, 16/1833,
P4. Lower tooth: (m;, 16/7, P4.

Agriotherium cf. schneideri. occlusal views, upper 
teeth: (n), 29/1234, P4; (o), 29/1233, M2, (p), 29/1232, M2.

Osteoborus sp., occlusal views, upper teeth: (q), 
29/1794,Ml, (r), 29/?, partial Ml.

Vuloes sp., occlusal view: (s), 29/1793. Ml.2.
Mustelidae, labial view: (u), 29/1242, P3,4.
Capromervx cf. altidens. occlusal view, upper tooth: 

(t), 29/1814, P4. Lower teeth, lingual and occlusal views: (x), 16/1129, PI-M3.
Pliauchenia sp^, occlusal and lingual views, lower 

teeth: (v), 29/1795, P3-MJ.
Camelidae, large, occlusal and lingual_views, partial 

lower teeth: (w), 29/1247, MT, (pi), 29/1242, P3?. Partial 
upper teeth, occlusal views: (xx), 29/1235, M?; (y), 29/1801, M?.

Solid black line under each tooth is equivalent to 
10 mm. Locality 29 is Smallhouse Ranch; locality 16 is Bing
ham Ranch. Specimen numbers from vertebrate fossil catalog, 
Geochronology Laboratories, University of Arizona, Tucson.
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Fig. 8. Pliocene Vertebrate Fossils, Redington, Arizona.



They are probably older than the Axtel, Christian Ranch, 
Smart Ranch and Yepomera faunas, which have been considered 
very late Hemphillian or "Cimmaronian" (Late Pliocene?) in 
age.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Environments of Deposition
The lower member of the Quiburis Formation in the 

Redington area was deposited by low energy meandering or 
braided streams in a relatively sluggish, through-flowing, 
aggrading river system. Wide floodplain surfaces of low 
relief, probably supporting a savanna-grassland environ
ment, extended between the stream channels. Swampy con
ditions prevailed along the streams, with shallow ponds 
and lakes present in the lower areas. The scarcity of 
clay deposits indicates that the river system, although 
slow moving, was through-flowing.

As the valley filled, the remaining hills were grad
ually buried by encroaching sediment. Streams shifted their 
channels, lakes and ponds were filled up and new swamps and 
ponds appeared elsewhere. Climate during the deposition of 
most of the lower Quiburis member was probably more humid 
than at present, with greater rainfall and warmer temper
atures, probably not often going below freezing. Chemical 
weathering probably prevailed in the source areas, account
ing for the great accumulation of fine-grained sediment in 
the valley.
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A drying trend occurred during deposition of the 

upper parts of the lower member of the Quiburis Formation. 
Lacustrine and swamp deposition gradually gave way to 
floodplain deposition; siltstone and mudstone again be
came the prevailing sediment. The average size of these 
floodplain sediments is about the same as similar lower 
deposits, suggesting that both the upper and basal beds 
of the lower member in the Redington area were deposited 
under somewhat similar environmental conditions.

Caliche deposits in the upper zone suggest a drying 
trend, at least in the immediate area of deposition. It 
is difficult to determine whether the caliche reflects 
conditions during or immediately following the deposition 
of these beds, or reflects conditions later, when caliche 
was forming in the overlying gravel deposit.

A rather abrupt environmental change caused a shift 
in the prevailing sediment type from fine-grained deposits 
to gravel and conglomerate. This shift to the coarser 
facies of the upper member of the Quiburis may indicate 
climatic change, structural movement in the source areas, 
drainage change (either in the source of the drainage or 
a change in gradient), or any combination of these. The 
great thickness of gravel indicates that the valley was 
still filling and than an increase in gradient of the San 
Pedro was probably not responsible. Some change in climate
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seems to be the most reasonable solution, probably a change 
to colder conditions with some modification of the annual 
rainfall distribution. The onset of Illinoisian glacio- 
pluvial time has been suggested as the time of this first 
significant cooling phase (Melton, 1965).

The aggradational phase of Quiburis deposition 
gradually terminated, and the shift to a degradational 
phase occurred with truncation of much of the older depos
its, leaving Sacaton gravels on the upper surfaces of at 
least five terrace levels in the Redington area. Melton 
(1965) suggested that the damming of the Gila system may 
have terminated around this time and initiated the down
cutting phase. The gravels were probably the result of 
the rapid mechanical weathering that coincided with Wis
consin glacio-pluvial time. While a geomorphic study of 
the many, complex terrace levels of the area was not under
taken, evidence is present that later terrace cutting ac
tivity was gradually confined to successively lower levels 
in the valley. Actual cut terraces are difficult to sep
arate from alluvial fan surfaces when they are both at the 
same approximate level and have undergone the same climatic 
regimen. It is clear that the boulders and gravel on some 
of the lower terraces were deposited by fairly late stages 
of the main river. Above these levels are still higher 
surfaces that may have been the highest level reached by
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the ancestral San Pedro or terraces of tributary streams 
that flowed into the main river. The highest terraces 
merge with the sloping surface of the alluvial apron or 
pediment and were clearly deposited by streams of local 
origin.

Following the Wisconsin and younger terrace cut
ting and gravel deposition, the Recent floodplain alluvium 
was deposited under conditions somewhat similar to the 
present. An important difference was that aggrading condi
tions prevailed. Gradual warming, to the point where me
chanical weathering due to freezing was again of minor 
importance, and increased erosion of the higher elevations 
due to a shift from seasonally distributed to high intensity 
summer rains, may be one explanation for the recurrence of 
fine-grained basin filling. The renewed basin filling 
continued for a comparatively short time before the most 
recent downcutting phase began. Melton (1965) places the 
deposition of the Recent alluvium between 500 B. C. and 
about 1880 A. D.

The present downcutting phase started around 1880 
A. D. (Bryan, 1925) and is still in progress. Slight cli
matic change, change in rainfall distribution, overgrazing 
by domestic animals, and other explanations for this phenom
enon have been offered at various times by several authors 
(Leopold, 1951, Antevs, 1952), but there is no general
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agreement on the factor or factors responsible. The down
cutting has resulted in the most recent deposit in the 
valley, the Modem Alluvium, which occurs on the present 
floodplain and in the channels of the San Pedro and its 
tributaries.

Age of the Deposits
Hemphillian fossil mammals in the lower member of 

the Quiburis Formation establish a Middle Pliocene age for 
this level. The gravels of the upper member of the Quiburis 
were deposited, with a fairly short time separation, on the 
lower member and are probably Late Pliocene to Early or 
Middle Pleistocene in age. Differences in sub-basin deposi
tion, proximity to source areas, and perhaps other factors, 
resulted in deposition of these coarse deposits simultane
ously with the deposition of fine-grained units in the 
upper valley near Benson and St. David.

A downcutting phase of unknown duration preceded 
the disconformable deposition of Sacaton gravels onto the 
Quiburis. While these gravels are considered Wisconsin 
in age, the downcutting either may have begun earlier or 
may have occurred entirely within the Wisconsin.

The Recent Alluvium along the inner valley of the 
San Pedro may actually span the Pleistocene-Recent boundary 
in some areas (Heindl, 1963) but no evidence for this has
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Fig. 9. Cenozoic Correlations, San Pedro Valley, Ariz.
Vertebrate fossil horizons indicated by *. Uncertainty of 
exact temporal position of unit boundary indicated by ?. u>



Mammalian age 
(yrs. x 105) California Arizona Texas, 

New Mexico
Mexico Great Plains 

and West

Late Blancan 
(Pleistocene)

Coso Mt. 
Tehama

Blanco 
Cita Canyon

Hagerman

Early Blancan
(Late Pliocene) 

4.0

Curtis Ranch 
Benson Red Corral Minaca

Sand Point
Rexroad
Sawrock

Late
Hemphillian

Pinole
Oakdale
Etchegoin

White Cone Axtel
Christian R. 
Smart Ranch

Yepomera
Tehuichila

Buis Ranch 
Rattlesnake 
Thousand Cr.

Hemphillian
9.8

Mount Eden 
Kern River 
Mulholland

REDINGTON Goodnight
Hemphill

Feldt Ranch 
Ed son 
Optima

Clarendonian
13.0

Siesta 
Ricardo 
Black Hawk 
Tejon 
Orinda

Walnut Grove
Higgins
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Big Spring C 
Fish Lake V. 
Burge
Coal Valiev

Fig.10. Pliocene Faunal Correlations
Tentative placement of Redington local fauna relative to important Plio
cene local faunas of North America. Dates after Evemden, et al (1964) .
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been found at Redington. The climatic change that probably 
produced the shift back to basin-filling type sediment is 
considered indicative of the end of Pleistocene glacio- 
fluvial influences, and this unit is therefore considered 
wholly Recent in age.

The Modem floodplain and channel deposits of the 
San Pedro River have been dated as post 1880 by Bryan (1925) 
on historical evidence.



LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF MEASURED SECTIONS

Color descriptions and combined numerical/letter 
designations are from the Munsell Soil Color Charts, 1954 
edition, (Munsell Color Company, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland). 
The first number/letter combination refers to hue; the last 
two numbers, separated by a diagonal line, refer to value 
and chroma.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION UF
Sacaton Formation; Upper and Lower Members, 

Quiburis Formation
Location: from CNE%, SW%, Sec. 21, T. 11 S., R.

18 E., to NE%, NW%, NW%, Sec. 29, T. 11 S., R. 18 E.
1.7 miles west of the Redington-Mammoth Road, up Bingham 
Canyon. Up a steep slope on south side of canyon to the 
"Bingham Ranch" fossil horizon, across the Goff Ranch road, 
to the top of the easternmost high terrace just south of 
the dirt road. Elevation at base, 2939 feet. Elevation 
at top, 3405 feet. Thickness of section, 466 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion Surface.
Sacaton Formation:

7. Gravel, bouldery, calcareous, contains cob
bles and boulders with silty and limey mat- 
tix, forms near vertical to vertical slope...11.8

Total Sacaton Formation measured... 11.8
Disconformable contact.
Quiburis Formation:
Upper member:
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6. Gravel, sandy, light gray (10YR7/2), and

sand, gravelly, light gray (10YR7/2); gran
itic rock fragments and quartz sand and 
gravel predominate; unconsolidated to poor
ly consolidated, poorly sorted, subangular 
to subrounded, bedding massive to thinly 
bedded; forms irregular gentle slope; con
tact with lower unit noted by break in slope 
at transition; samples UF12 (near base) and
UF13 (near top)............................  297.7

Total upper member measured........  297.7
Gradational contact.
Lower member:
5. Siltstone, sandy and gravelly, reddish brown 

(5YR5/3); weathers uniformly, moderate calc
areous cementation, contains abundant Cretac
eous (?) rock fragments, contains one thin 
(one inch) limestone layer (Sample UF11), 
otherwise coarsely bedded; forms near vertical 
slope; Sample UF10 is the typical gravelly 
siltstone................................... 12.0

4. Siltstone to mudstone, pinkish gray (7.5YR7/2) 
to pale yellow (5Y8/3); alternating beds, 
pinkish gray predominating; thick bedded, 
weathers platy to blocky, mstrix predominant
ly clay, lime cementation poor to absent; slope 
more gradual than rest of section; upper 20 
feet contain scattered vertebrate fossils in 
a greenish siltstone layer; samples UF6, UF8, 
are typical pinkish gray mudstone and silt
stone, samples UF7 and UF9 are the greenish 
counterparts...............................  98.0

3. Siltstone, sandy, very pale brown (10YR7/3); 
lime nodules scattered throughout, thin to 
thickly bedded; contains a single gravelly 
sand similar to unit b; sandier layers form 
minor ledges, silts form slopes; sample UF5, 
coarse gravelly sand.......................  28.5

2. Sandstone, calcareous, muddy, slightly gravel
ly, pale yellow (5Y7/3); poorly sorted, thick
ly bedded, weathers irregularly, lime and clay 
cemented; forms prominent ledge; sample UF3. 1.0
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1. Siltstone, sandy, pinkish gray (7.5YR7/2); 

thickly bedded, weathers rounded to blocky, 
well to medium cemented, clay matrix, cont
ains irregular lenses and nodules of lime 
or marl, contains near vertical joints and 
small faults with up to three inches dis
placement, contains a few lenses of sand and 
gravelly sand; forms irregular near vertical 
to vertical slope; samples UF1 (siltstone)
and UF2 (lime nodule).......................  17.5

Total lower member measured .......  156.5
Total Quiburis Formation measured .. 454.2
Total thickness section U F ........  466.0

Base concealed. 
Disconformable contact. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION NP
Sacaton Formation; Lower Member,

Quiburis Formation
Location: from SE%, NW%, SW%, Sec. 22, T. 11 S.,

R. 18 E., (base of section) to SW%, SW%, SW%, Sec. 22,
T. 11 S., R. 18 E. Up a steep slope in badland country 
on the south side of Bingham Canyon beginning 0.9 miles 
from the Red ingt on-Mammoth road. Elevation at base 2874 
feet, elevation at top 3038 feet. Thickness of section 
164 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:
19. Gravel, sandy, pebbly, calcareous; moder

ate to strong cementation and consolidation, 
depending on concentration of lime, forms
near vertical to vertical slope......... .. 15.5

Total Sacaton Formation measured.... 15.5
Disconformable contact.
Quiburis Formation:
Lower member:
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18. Siltstone, calcareous, light yellowish brown 

(10YR6/4); strong calcareous cementation, 
well consolidated, massive, thick bedded, 
forms an almost uniform slope, sample NP9.... 9.5

17. Limestone, muddy, white (5Y8/1); massive,
moderately porous and light, possibly turf-
aceous, coarsely crystalline calcity in
seams and pores, forms ledge; sample NP11.... 0.5

16. Silt stone, same as unit 18..................  14.5
15. Limestone, marly, very pale brown (10YR8/3); 

massive to nodular and irregular, very por
ous, vuggy, probably biochemical deposit; 
forms ledge; sample NP10....................  0.7

14. Siltstone, same as unit 18..................  22.0
13. Limestone, same as unit 17..................  1.0
12. Siltstone, very pale brown (10YR8/3); calc

areous, thin bedded, weathers platey, weak 
to moderate calcareous cementation; forms 
slopes between limestone ledges.............  2.9

11. Limestone, same as unit 17..................  2.0
10. Siltstone, same as unit 12..................  2.8
9. Limestone, white (10YR8/2) ; slightly tuff- 

aceous, slightly porous, top three inches 
dense, heavy, partially silicified; forms 
ledge; samples NP7, NP8. ....................  1.8

8. Sand, silty, calcareous, very pale brown
(10YR8/3); thin to very thin bedded, calc
areous cementation weak to moderate; near 
top is thin green silt layer similar to 
unit 12; forms alternating small ledges 
and slopes, sample NP5. ..................... 7.0

7. Siltstone to very fine sandstone, very pale
brown (10YR8/3); calcareous matrix and cemen
tation, massive, very hard, weathers smooth 
to blocky; forms ledge; sample NP6..........  0.6

6. Sand, silty, similar to unit 8 except no
green silt layer............................  12.3
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5. Diatomite, white, (whiter than 10YR8/1); very 

light, not calcareous, possibly tuffaceous, 
massive to very thin bedded; sample NP4......  1.0

4. Sand, silty, fine, same as unit 6.  ........  5.2
3. Limestone, muddy, very pale brown (10YR8/3) ; 

massive to lumpy and irregular, forms slope; 
sample NP3.................................. . 0.5

2. Sand, silty, same as unit 6...................  5.0
1. Mudstone to fine sandstone, very pale brown 

(10YR7/3); calcareous, individual beds 
structureless, overall bedding thick to thin; 
forms vertical exposure with sandy layers 
and coarser silt layers forming minor ledges; 
sample NP1 is mudstone, NP2 fine sandstone. .. 59.6

Total lower member measured......... 148.5
Total thickness section NP..........  164.0

Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION BC
Sacaton Formation; Lower Member Quiburis Formation

From C NE%, NE%, Sec. 22, T. 11 S., R. 18 E., to 
NW%, SE%, NE%, Sec. 21, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. Up a tributary 
canyon on the north side of Bingham Canyon, beginning at 
the mouth of Bingham Canyon and ending on the upper terrace 
level. Base of section at mouth of Bingham Canyon on Red- 
ington Road, 2805 feet. Top of section, 3120 feet. Total 
height of section, 315 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:
13. Gravel, bouldery, calcareous, very pale brown 

(10YR8/3); contains poorly sorted, well round
ed to subangular, boulders and cobbles of 
wide variety of rock types; sand and silt mat
rix with calcareous cementation; contains veins
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of caliche and lime-coated boulders; forms
vertical cliff; sample BC13 is the sandy
matrix......................... ............ 2.0

Total thickness Sacaton Formation.. 2.0
Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Lower member:
12. Siltstone to mudstone, calcareous, very

pale brown (10YR7/3); same as unit 2; 
sample BC11................................  33.7

11. Siltstone, silicious, light reddish brown 
(5YR6/3); contains lime-cased roots and 
rootlets and seams of lime along joints and 
fractures, upper part contains irregular 
masses of siliceous siltstone partially 
altered to silica; surface strewn with lag 
accumulation of siliceous rubble weathered 
out of unit; forms ledge; samples BC12,
BC15, are siliceous nodules................  2.0

10. Siltstone and fine sandstone, calcareous,
very pale brown (10YR7/3); otherwise similar 
to unit 3; sample BC10.................. . 95.4

9. Marl, silty, very pale brown (10YR7/3);
weathers irregular, vuggy; probably algael
deposit; moderately well-consolidated,
lime cemented; forms ledge; sample BC9.....  0.4

8. Limestone, white (10YR8/1); weathers rounded 
to blocky, massive and apparently structure
less; forms ledge; sample BC8..............  0.7

7. Marl, silty, white (10YR8/2), alternating 
with siltstone, calcareous, light gray 
(2.5Y7/2); consolidated marly layers form 
ledges that alternate with slope-forming 
siltstone layers; marly layers grade lateral
ly into silt; sample BC5 (marl), BC6 (sandy 
marl) , BC7 (silt)..........................  26.2

6. Mudstone, calcareous, very pale brown
(10YR7/3); thinly bedded mudstone and siltstone, 
moderate calcareous cementation, forms irreg
ular slope with small ledges; sample BC4. .. 11.2
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5. Siltstone and fine sandstone, calcareous,

light gray (2.5Y7/2) ; same as unit 3.......  8.4
4. Limestone, marly, white (10YR8/2); dense, 

massive, moderately hard, fractures and 
weathers into blocks; forms ledge; sample 
BC3a..... ..................................  0.4

3. Siltstone and fine sandstone, calcareous, 
light gray (2.5Y7/2); alternating layers 
of thin bedded fine sandstone and structure
less sandy siltstone, calcareous cementation 
weak to strong, limey matrix with some clay; 
forms alternating ledges and slopes; samples 
BC2, BC3............... ....................  4.0

2. Mudstone to siltstone, calcareous, very pale 
brown (10YR7/3); moderate calcareous cement
ation, contains vertical and high angle 
joints and small faults, with displacement 
up to four inches; forms alternating slopes 
and ledges; sample BC1, BC18...............  77.2

1. Silt, gypsiferous, very pale brown (10YR7/3), 
with layers of impure gypsum; silt weakly 
cemented, gypsum more solid due to interlock
ing crystal growth; silt contains disseminated 
crystals and crystalline masses of gypsum; 
gypsum layers contain up to 50% mud and silt 
matrix; forms gentle slope with projecting 
ledges of gypsum; samples BC16 (silt), BC17,
(gypsum).................................... 44.8

Total thickness lower member......  313 .0
Total thickness section BC........  315.0

Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION GQ
Sacaton Formation; Lower Member Quiburis Formation

From NE%, SW%, SE%, Sec. 21, T. 11 S., R. 18 E., 
to SE%, SW%, SE%, Sec. 21, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. On south 
side Bingham Canyon, up a steep slope just east of the
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large isolated butte, about 1-1/3 miles west of the Red- 
ington road, ending \ mile north of the Goff Ranch road 
on the terrace level. Base of measured section, 2940 feet. 
Top of section, 3080 feet. Height of measured section, 
141.7 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:
22. Gravel, bouldery, sandy; rounded to sub- 

angular pebbles, cobbles, and boulders, 
sandy to clayey matrix, calcareous cement
ation; forms vertical cliff.................  2.5

Total Sacaton Formation measured ... 2.5
Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Lower member:
21. Siltstone to mudstone, calcareous, very pale

brown (10YR7/3) ; same as silt unit 4 ........  8.4
20. Limestone, light gray, (10YR7/1); same as

unit 2..................... .................  1.5
19. Siltstone to mudstone, calcareous, very 

pale brown (10YR8/3); moderate to strong 
calcareous cementation; contains three
thin limestone layers, three to six inches 
thick that form ledges, rest of unit forms
nearly univorm slope........................  34.0

18. Limestone, muddy, organic, light gray,
(10YR7/1) ; similar to unit 2................  1.0

17. Marl, diatomaceous, white, (2.5Y8/2);
slightly calcareous, matrix predominantly
clay; forms uniform slope...................  3.0

16. Diatomite, white, (10YR8/1); light, powdery 
in places, poorly consolidated, weathers 
powdery; forms uniform slope.................  7.5

15. Silt, calcareous, very pale brown (10YR8/3);
same as unit 3 ..............................  3.0
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14. Siltstone, siliceous, light gray (2.5Y7/2); 

hard and dense, contains no lime, partially 
silicified, massive, weathers rounded to 
blocky, breaks with near conehoidal fracture; 
forms ledge................................  0.2

13. Limestone, siliceous, light gray, (10YR7/1); 
dense, hard, nearly structureless, weathers 
irregular to rounded; forms prominent ledge; 
sample GQ4.................................  0.6

12. Silt, sandy, very pale brown (10YR7/2);
grades upward into fine sand, upper part 
more consolidated than lower, thin bedded, 
friable, contains gypsum in thin horizontal 
lenses and along joints; slight warpage and 
compaction.................................... 6.5

11. Limestone, marly white (5Y8/2); thickly 
bedded, structureless, weathers rounded 
to irregular; forms prominent ledge.......  1.5

10. Siltstone, calcareous, light gray (10YR7/1);
same as unit 3 ..................  9.4

9. Sandstone, quartz, gravelly, very pale
brown, (10YR8/3) ; same as unit 7 ...........  0.5

8. Silt, calcareous, very pale brown (10YR7/3);
same as unit 6............  1.0

7. Sandstone, quartz, gravelly, pale yellow
(5Y8/3); hard, dense, lime cemented, cont
ains chert and quartz pebbles, structure
less; forms ledge, sample GQ 3 ............... 0.5

6. Silt, calcareous, very pale brown (10YR7/3) ;
same as silt in unit 4 ...................... 2.0

5. Limestone, organic, light gray, (10YR7/1);
same as unit 2.............................  1.5

4. Silt, calcareous, very pale brown, (10YR7/3); 
marly matrix, thinbedded and friable, moder
ate consolidation; contains a three inch lens 
of white bentonite (sample GQ2); forms uni
form slope...................................  12.0

3. Silt, calcareous, very pale brown, (10YR8/3);



marly matrix, thinbedded and friable, moder
ately well consolidated; forms uniform slope... 3.0

2. Limestone, muddy, organic, light gray (10YR7/1); 
dense, hard, ledge forming, contains plant fos
sils, surface of ledge weathers irregularly, 
exposing plant structures; clay and silt matrix; 
sample GQ1.....................................1.0

1. Siltstone, calcareous, pinkish gray, (7.5YR7/2) 
and very pale brown (10YR8/3); moderately 
compact, clay and lime matrix, alternating 
gray and brown layers, two to six inches 
thick, with greenish grays near the top; con
tains several layers of massive, structureless 
white marl that grade horizontally into silt; 
forms vertical exposure, marly lenses form pro
jecting ledges; samples GQ7, GQ8.............. 41.1

Total lower member measured......... 139.2
Total thickness section GQ.......... 141.7

Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION PC
Sacaton Formation; Upper and Lower Member,

Quiburis Formation
From CS%, SE%, NE%, Sec. 16, T. 11 S., R. 18 E., 

to CN%, NE%, SE%, Sec. 16, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. 7/8 mile 
west of Reding ton road on the extreme northern wall of 
Deep Canyon, from base of cliff to top of flat terrace.
Base of measured section 2868 feet, top 2990 feet. Thick
ness of section 122.0 feet. Height of upper surface of 
section above San Pedro River, 227 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:

5. Gravel, sandy, calcareous, bouldery, very 
pale brown (10YR7/3); poorly to moderate
ly consolidated with calcareous cement; 95%
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quartz and granitic rock fragments, 5% other 
rocks including sandstone, quartzite, meta- 
morphics and others; seams and coatings of 
caliche-like lime in lower portion; bedding 
features poor to absent; forms irregular 
ledge; sample PC15. ..................... 5.6

Total Sacaton Formation measured.... 5.6
Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Upper member:
4. Sand, gravelly, muddy, and gravel, sandy,

light gray (10YR7/2); unconsolidated, alter
nating sand and gravel consisting almost 
entirely of quartz and granitics; weak to 
absent cementation, except for lower three to 
four feet (basal gravel) which is well con
solidated by lime cementation; forms almost 
uniform 35 degree slope; samples PC11, PC13,
PC14............ ............................ 48.0

Total upper member measured........  48.0
Erosional unconformity.
Lower member:

3. Clay, bentonite, silty, white (10YR8/2);
laminated to thinbedded, slightly compacted, 
jointed, contains veins of lime in fractures 
and joint cracks, forms undercut below high
er unit; sample PC7. .......................  4.7

2. Siltstone, sandy, calcareous, very pale
brown (10YR8/3); thin bedded to laminated, 
poorly to fairly well cemented and compact
ed, weathers irregular to slightly blocky; 
contains a few greenish silt lenses; forms 
irregular slope; sample PC6. ................ 15.4

1. Siltstone, sandy, calcareous, light brown 
(7.5YR6/4), and mudstone, calcareous, very 
pale brown (10YR7/3); some crossbedding 
present in sandier parts near top of unit, 
well consolidated, hard, very uniform in 
color, form alternating ledges and slopes 
varying from one inch to three feet, samples 
PC4, PC5..................................... 48.3



Total lower member measured......... 68.4
Total thickness section PC.........  122.0
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Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION AW
Sacaton Formation; Upper and Lower Member,

Quiburis Formation
Up the north wall of the canyon of the north fork 

of Alder Wash, directly on the midline of Section 31, T.
10 S., R. 18 E., and 0.2 miles south of the dirt road be
tween Alder and Stratton Washes. Base of section 2955 
feet, top of section 3080 feet. Height of measured section 
125 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:
3. Sand, gravelly, bouldery, light brown

(7.5YR6/3); upper one to two feet caliche 
cemented, also has soil developed near sur
face, lower part without noticeable lime 
cementation, well rounded to subangular peb
bles and boulders consist of quartz and gran- 
itics, quartzite, sandstone, volcanics, and
metamorphics; forms vertical face; sample AW4. 5.0 

Total Sacaton Formation measured.... 5.0
Disconformable contact.
Quiburis Formation:
Upper member:
2. Sand, gravelly, slightly bouldery, light 

yellowish brown (10YR6/4); poorly consol
idated, friable, clayey matrix, little or no 
lime cementation, boulders increase toward 
top of section; forms almost uniform slope;
sample AW3 typical sandy layer...............  27 .5

Total upper member measured.........  27.5



Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.
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STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION SH
Sacaton Formation; Lower Member Quiburis Formation

From NW%, SE%, SW%, Sec. 27, T. 11 S., R. 18 E., 
to NW&;, SW%, SW%, Sec. 27, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. From the 
mouth of Smallhouse Canyon up the north wall to the upper 
terrace level. Base of section, 2852 feet. Measured 
height of section, 131 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:

7. Gravel, sandy and bouldery, calcareous; sub
rounded to subangular, partially caliche cem
ented, fair to strong consolidation; soil at
surface.......... ..........................  3 .0

Total Sacaton Formation measured... 3.0
Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Lower member:
6. Mudstone to siltstone, calcareous, white 

(5Y8/1), and mudstone, calcareous, light 
gray (5Y7/2); units vary from a few inches 
up to about one foot; harder, massive, or
ganic units contain voids filled or coated 
with calcite crystals; the light gray units 
are friable, thinbedded, contain less lime; 
forms alternating series of minor ledges 
and slopes, harder calcareous mudstone con
taining plant structures forms ledges; 
slopes are formed by the more thin-bedded 
mudstone; samples SH9, SH10................  58.3

5. Siltstone to mudstone, calcareous, pinkish 
gray (7.5YR7/2); same as unit 1; samples 
SH7, SH8.................................

4. Limestone, muddy, white (10YR8/2); same as
26.3
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unit 2; sample SH6.........................  1.0

3. Mudstone to siltstone, calcareous, pinkish
gray (7.5YR7/2); same as unit 1; sample SH5. 11.4

2. Limestone, muddy, white (10YR8/2); contains 
organic structures (plant molds), vuggy, 
hard, weathers irregularly, seams and molds 
contain crystalline calcite; forms ledge; 
sample SH4.................................  1.0

1. Mudstone to siltstone, calcareous, pinkish 
gray (7.5YR7/2), and light gray (5Y7/2); 
compact, clay and lime matrix, weathers even
ly to blocky; jointed and fractured, thin- 
bedded to massive; upper few inches coarser 
than rest; forms alternating slopes and small 
ledges; greenish layers contain vertebrate
fossils; samples SHI, SH2, SH3.............  28.0

Total lower member measured.......  128.0
Total thickness section SH........  131.0

Base covered.
Erosional unconformity. 
Recent Alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION PK
Sacaton Formation; Upper and Lower Members,

Quiburis Formation
One mile west of the Redington-San Manuel road on 

the Peck Spring road, and 0.2 miles south of the Peck Spring 
road, in the middle of the S%, Sec. 9, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. 
From the base of exposed sediment at the canyon bottom to 
the capping of terrace gravels directly above. Base of sec
tion 2862 feet, top of section 2990 feet, height of meas
ured section 128 feet.
Unit Feet
Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:
3. Sand and gravel, bouldery, light gray 

(10YR7/2); caliche cemented near base,



soil developed on surface; well rounded to 
subangular pebbles and boulders of diverse 
types; forms ledge..........................  4.8

Total Sacaton Formation measured.... 4.8
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Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Upper member:
2. Sand, gravelly, and gravel, bouldery and

sandy, light gray (10YR7/1); structureless, 
poorly sorted, unconsolidated to poorly 
consolidated, silty and clayey matrix, contains 
boulders up to 1% feet long, most boulders 
three to six inches, sands and gravels alter
nate irregularly; forms irregular slope, 
marked by break in slope from lower unit;
sample PK3..................................  76.4

Total upper member measured........  76.4
Disconformable contact.
Lower member:

1. Mudstone to siltstone, calcareous, very pale
brown, (10YR7/3); numerous joints and fractures, 
massive to thinbedded, uniform texture, weathers 
smooth to somewhat blocky and irregular, clay 
and lime matrix, well consolidated; forms small 
scale alternating ledges and undercuts on near
vertical exposure; samples PK1, PK2.........  46.8

Total lower member measured......... 4 ^ 8
Total thickness section PK.........  128.0

STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION MD
Sacaton Formation; Lower Member, Quiburis Formation

From SW%, NE%, NW%, Sec. 34, T. 11 S., R. 18 E., 
to SE%, NW%, NW%, Sec. 34, T. 11 S., R. 18 E. Up a mod
erate slope just west of the Redington road, 1.0 mile 
north of the Redington Ranch turnoff, to the terrace grav
el capping above. Top of section 2988 feet, base of sec
tion 2855 feet. Height of section 133 feet.
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Erosion surface.
Sacaton Formation:

6. Sand, gravelly, and gravel, sandy, light
brown, (7.5YR6/3); poorly sorted, subangular 
to subrounded; consists of quartz and granit- 
ics (most prevalent), other igneous, meta
sediments; upper part has red brown soil dev
eloped ; forms ledge; sample MD5.............  5.0

Total Sacaton Formation measured.... 5.0
Erosional unconformity.
Quiburis Formation:
Lower member:
5. Siltstone and sandstone, calcareous, light

gray, (10YR7/2); well cemented, lime and mud 
matrix; similar to unit 2 except more abund
ant sand lenses, sands are coarser and slight
ly gravelly; siltstone forms slopes between 
ledges; sample MD4 (sandstone ledge)........  41.0

4. Siltstone, sandy, calcareous, very pale brown,
(10YR7/3) ; same as unit 2...................  15.5

3. Siltstone to mudstone, calcareous, light brown, 
(7.5YR6/3); forms irregular slope with minor 
ledges, otherwise same as unit 2............  11.5

2. Siltstone, sandy, calcareous, light brown
(7.5YR6/3); hard and consolidated, well cem
ented with clay and lime matrix, weathers 
blocky to rounded, contains numerous small 
joints and fractures, sandier layers and 
lenses form minor ledges; forms irregular 
slope; sample MD2...........................  21.0

1. Gravel, muddy, sandy, calcareous, reddish brown 
(5YR5/3); well consolidated, hard, well cement
ed with clay and lime matrix, weathers irreg
ularly, contains pebbles and sand composed main
ly of metasediments, sedimentary rock fragments, 
some quartz and granitics; forms steep slope; 
sample MD1..................................  39.0



Total lower member measured.......  128.0
Total thickness Section MD........  133.0
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Base concealed. 
Erosional unconformity 
Recent Alluvium.
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